CLASSIFICATION
- Site No: 89
- Location: Talbotsinch Village
- Size: 1.53ha
- Ownership: Not known
- Planning Status/Zoning: Open Space
- Objective/Designation: Rural Fringe

LOCATION MAP

DESCRIPTION
- Landscape Type: Soft
- Facilities: Fence / wall / gate
- Effectiveness: Medium accessibility, Low Usage, High contribution to City form
- Safety: Completely enclosed by stone wall, moderately overlooked

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
- High visual amenity and mostly mature trees. An attractive open space with mature pine trees; fully enclosed by stone walls and iron country rails. Adjacent old houses and cottages create a ‘village green’ feeling.

POTENTIAL AND OPPORTUNITY
- Quality open space on city edge; some facilities such as seating and path may be desirable.
- Local open space; safeguard and manage.